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Effect of Inhomogeneity on Spiral Wave Dynamics
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The effect of weak inhomogeneity on spiral wave dynamics is studied within the framework of
the two-dimensional complex Ginzburg-Landau equation description. The inhomogeneity gives spatia
dependence to the frequency of spiral waves. This provides a mechanism for the formation of a
dominant spiral domain that suppresses other spiral domains. The spiral vortices also slowly drift in
the inhomogeneity, and results for the velocity are given. [S0031-9007(98)08283-0]
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Spiral waves occur in such diverse situations as card
arrythmias [1], reaction-diffusion systems (such as th
describing the Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction) [2,3], an
slime mold colonies [4,5]. In this paper we consider the e
fect of an inhomogeneity of the supporting medium on sp
ral wave dynamics. For example, in the case of arrythmia
cardiac tissue is inherently inhomogeneous. For slim
mold, an excitation inhomogeneity forms due to the sortin
of the prestalk and prespore cells and the inhomogene
results in spiral vortex motion [5]. As a potential exampl
involving chemical reaction-diffusion systems, in Ref. [3
the chemical reaction rate was varied using its sensitiv
to red laser light intensity. This could conveniently pro
vide the means to create an inhomogeneity for a test of o
theory by having the intensity vary over the entire syste
(other sources of reaction rate inhomogeneity are tempe
ture inhomogeneity and inhomogeneity of the gel or poro
glass medium in which chemical reaction-diffusion exper
ments are often done, etc.).

We find that, for a weak inhomogeneity, the evolutio
proceeds on distinct time scales. In particular, we fin
that, after spirals first form, the inhomogeneity causes ce
tain spirals that are favorably located in the inhomog
neous medium to widen their domains, crowding out an
sweeping away less favorably located spirals. In additio
the spiral vortices slowly drift with a velocity linearly re-
lated to appropriate gradients of the background mediu
properties.

Our studies of these effects are based on the tw
dimensional complex Ginzburg-Landau equation,

≠tA  mA 2 s1 1 iad jAj2A 1 s1 1 ibd=2A , (1)

whereAsx, y, td is complex. This equation provides a uni
versal description for extended media in which the hom
geneous state is oscillatory and near a Hopf bifurcatio
[6]. The equation is obtained as a balance between we
growthfResmdg, weak nonlinearity (jAj2A term), and weak
spatial coupling (=2A term). In the case of a homogeneou
mediuma andb are real constants, andm can be set to
unity by an appropriate rescaling of (1). A spiral wave so
lution to Eq. (1) then has the general form [7]

Asr , u, td  Fsrd exphifsu 2 vot 1 csrdgj . (2)
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The topological charges  61 results in a2ps phase
increment ofA for a counterclockwise circuit around th
vortex center (r  0) where A  0. For large r, the
solution (2) is locally a plane wave of wave numb
ko. Using the rescaling ofm to unity, the frequencyvo

satisfies the dispersion relationvo  a 1 sb 2 adk2
o .

The real functionsFsrd ; jAj andcsrd have the following
asymptotic behavior:F , c 0 , r as r ! 0 and F !p

1 2 k2
o, c 0 ! ko as r ! `. It is found that, in an

appreciable region ofsa, bd parameter space, spiral wav
solutions are stable, and that spiral waves naturally fo
from fairly arbitrary small initial perturbations fromA  0
[8]. In this regime, to which we restrict our consideration
A evolves toward a quasifrozen (i.e., very slowly evolvin
state in which there are spiral wave domains withA
approximately described by (2) separated by narrow wa
or “shocks” [9], with each domain having a vortex in it
interior.

We now ask what is the effect on the above in the case
an inhomogeneity that occurs over a large length scale.
the expansion yielding (1) from a typical physical mod
such as a system of reaction-diffusion equations [6],
lowest order effect of the inhomogeneity is that the loc
frequency and growth rate of excitation depend on spa
Thus we set

m  gsx, yd 1 iVsx, yd , (3)

whereg andV are slowly varying real functions ofx and
y (to lowest ordera andb remain constant). Note that in a
physical system the inhomogeneity will be significant if th
spatial variation of the local non-normalized dimension
frequency or growth rate is comparable to the growth ra
Hence, nearer the Hopf bifurcation, a relatively small d
gree of inhomogeneity in physical parameters becomes
nificant. Consequently, we do not restrict the deviatio
of g and V from their spatially averaged values to b
small [10].

We begin by describing a numerical solution of (1) wi
inhomogeneitym, Eq. (3). In the short time dynamics
just as in the homogeneous case (m  1), a random initial
condition consisting of many small amplitude plane wav
rapidly leads to the formation of spiral wave domains d
tributed throughout the system. Figure 1 shows the ti
© 1999 The American Physical Society 859
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FIG. 1. Time evolution ofjAsx, ydj.

evolution of the magnitude ofA for the following pa-
rameters:a  0.34, b  21.45, g  1 1 fsx, yd, f 
c1 sinsxy40d sins yy40d, V  c2 sins yy40d cos2sxy80d 1

vofsx, yd, c1  0.3, c2  0.05, andvo  0.08 145. In
Fig. 1 the darker regions have lowerjAj. The domain
walls are seen as ridges of lighter shade (largerjAj), and
the vortices (jAj  0) appear as the centers of dark spots
Figure 1(a) shows this system at time 400 to have ma
spiral vortices, just as in the homogeneous case. Wher
the homogeneous case results in spirals all with the sa
frequencyvo, the inhomogeneity causes spirals at dif
ferent locations to have different frequencies. Assumin
slow spatial variations ofm allows a rescaling of (1) to
give the asymptotic frequency for a spiral vortex at th
locationsx, yd to be

vsx, yd  vogsx, yd 2 Vsx, yd . (4)

[For g and V used in the simulation of Fig. 1 the range
of the spiral vortex frequency from thesx, yd point of
minimumv to maximumv is Dvyvo  1.2.] The fre-
quency difference between waves emitted by vortices
different locations causes the domain walls between spir
to move. The domain walls must satisfy the conditio
that the phase ofA matches across the domain wall [9,11]
Applying phase matching between two spirals, 1 and
assuming that both spiral vortices are far from the doma
wall, gives a domain wall velocity of

y 
v1 2 v2

k1,' 1 k2,'
, (5)

where the reference positive direction ofy points towards
spiral 2 [11]. In (5),v1 and v2 are the spiral frequen-
cies given by (4) evaluated at the locations of vortex 1 an
860
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vortex 2; k1,' and k2,' are the wave vector component
normal to the domain wall for the solution to the local di
persion relation,v1,2  ags$xd 2 Vs $xd 1 sb 2 adk2

1,2,
evaluated at the domain wall. As a simplification, we no
that in the situation to which we apply (5) below,$k1 and
$k2 are approximately perpendicular to the domain wall
the intersection of the line joining vortices 1 and 2 with th
moving domain wall. This simplification allows the phase
for the two spirals to be written as2v1,2t 1 k1,2r1,2,
wherer1,2 is the distance from vortex 1(2) to the doma
wall along the line between the two vortices. Equatin
the phases and differentiating with respect to time (y 
dr1ydt  2dr2ydt) then gives (5) withk1,2,' replaced by
k1,2 for the domain wall velocity along the line joining th
two vortices. (Note that this argument neglects motion
the vortices [such as the slow drift due to inhomogenei
Eq. (7)].) Working in the parameter regimeb , a gives
k1, k2 , 0 (in order to have outgoing group velocity from
a vortex), and we see from (5) that the domain of the sp
with the lowest frequency will grow (the wall velocity is
away from the lower frequency vortex) while the doma
with the larger frequency will shrink.

As time progresses, one spiral (or more depending
the precise details of the inhomogeneity) will domina
over the other spirals. In the parameter regime,b , a, it
will be the spiral with the lowest frequency that dominate
In our system,v  vo 2 c2 sins yy40d cos2sxy80d, and
thus the dominant spiral (labeledD in Fig. 1) will be the
spiral that forms closest tos0, 20pd. Indeed, looking at
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), we see that the dominant spiral
the spiral closest tos0, 20pd. Figure 1(b) also shows a
lesser spiral (labeledL). We see that a domain wall ha
been pushed byD towardL, and in Fig. 1(b) this wall is
now close toL. At this point, the lesser spiralL interacts
strongly with the domain wall [12] and we observe that
is swept away at the speed of the domain wall,

y 

É
vD 2 vL

kD

É
, (6)

where the subscriptsD and L stand for dominant and
lesser spiral. [Equation (6) results from an argument sim
lar to that used in deriving (5) except that now we ta
the L vortex to move with the same speed as the wa
As time proceeds further,L is swept into a wall and
occupies a negligible domain area. Furthermore, vorti
of opposite charge embedded in the walls are observe
merge and annihilate [e.g., compare Figs. 1(b) and 1(
Thus, after some time all the lesser spirals get swept aw
and the domain of the dominant spiral occupies nearly
the area. This is illustrated in Fig. 1(c).

The inhomogeneity not only creates a dominant spi
but also causes spiral vortices to drift [13]. This can
seen by comparing Fig. 1(b) to Fig. 1(d) and observi
the dominant spiral’s drift to the left. In the case of a
inhomogeneity with a scale length much greater than o
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the drift will be linearly related to the gradient of the
inhomogeneousm  gsx, yd 1 iVsx, yd. We recast the
inhomogeneitym into an inhomogeneity of the growth
rate g of homogeneous perturbations fromA  0 and
the frequencyv of the spiral wave solution by defining
vsx, yd as in (4). The drift velocity of the spiral vortex
depends only on local properties, i.e.,=g and =v, of
the inhomogeneity. The most general linear form of th
drift velocity of a spiral vortex located atsx, yd can be
expressed as

$ysx, yd  2 emv,k=v 1 s emv,'ẑo 3 =v

2 emg,k=g 1 s emg,'ẑo 3 =g . (7)

Rescaling the coefficientsem by introducing m  g em,
makes them’s independent ofx andy and dependent on
a andb only. We also find thatmg,'  0 andmg,k 
s1 1 b2d. To obtain this result consider for simplicity
the velocity of a spiral vortex as it passes throughx 
0 in the inhomogeneityVsx, yd  e2x, gsx, yd  1 1

e1x which givesv  vo 2 se2 2 voe1dx. In order to
have a velocity only due to=g, set e2  voe1 so that
=v  0. We look for a solution with no drift along the
perpendicular to=g ( y direction) and so transforming (1)
to the comoving frame gives

≠tA 2 yx≠xA  f1 1 se1 1 ie2d sx 1 yxtdgA
2 s1 1 iad jAj2A 1 s1 1 ibd=2A .

(8)

Assuming thatyx , e1 , e2 is small, we neglectOse2d
terms and letAsx, y, td  eiskx02votdpg A0sx0, y0d, where
x0  x 1 se1y4d sx2 2 y2d andy0 

p
g y > s1 1 e1xy

2dy. This then transforms (8) into

2ivoA0 2 yx≠x0A0  A0 2 s1 1 iad jA0j2A0 1 s1 1 ibd
3 f=02A0 1 s2ik 1 e1d≠x0A0g .

Settingk  2be1y2 andyx  2s1 1 b2de1, cancels the
≠x0A0 term and gives back Eq. (1). Thus (7) becomes [1

$y  2s1 1 b2d
=g

g
2 mv,k

=v

g
1 smv,'ẑo 3

=v

g
.

(9)

The coefficients,mv,k andmv,', are found numerically
[15] using a procedure similar to that outlined in [16]
Figure 2 shows a typical plot of these coefficients as
function of a with b  21 [15]. Using a similarity
transformation [7] results in relations which transform
from mv,ksa, bd to mv,ksa0, b0d and similarly for the
perpendicular coefficient. These relations are

mv,ksa0, b0d 
s1 1 b2dSD

s1 1 voDd
1 Smv,ksa, bd , (10)

mv,'sa0, b0d  Smv,'sa, bd , (11)

where D  sb 2 b0dys1 1 bb0d  sa 2 a0dys1 1

aa0d, S  fs1 1 voDdys1 1 bDdg2, and vo 
e

4]
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FIG. 2. Velocity coefficientsmv,' andmv,k plotted versusa
with b  21.

vosa, bd. For example, Eqs. (10) and (11) conve
knowledge ofmv,k and mv,' along the lineb  21 in
parameter space (as in Fig. 2) to knowledge ofmv,k and
mv,' at anypoint sa0, b0d.

In Fig. 3(a), for the system used in Fig. 1, we plot th
trajectory of theD spiral vortex from the simulation of (1)
along with the trajectory of Eq. (9) starting with the spir
location from the simulation at time 650. At the end of th
simulation the spiral has essentially reached a fixed po
where $y from (9) is zero [17]. Note that, at this fixed
point, the frequency of the spiral is no longer the lowe
available in the medium. If a new spiral could form at th
initial location of the dominant spiral, it would overwhelm
the present spiral. However, this does not happen since
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FIG. 3. (a) Vortex trajectory.3 denotes the initial condition.
The solid line is the result from the theory, Eq. (9), an
the open circles are data from the numerical experime
(b) Velocity in the x direction (in units of1023) plotted as
a function ofx.
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resulting configuration is stable, and there is no mechani
in (1) leading to the nucleation of new spirals. Figure 3(b
shows good agreement of the velocity in thex direction as
a function ofx between the theory from (9) (solid line) and
the numerical simulation (open circles).

We note that our observation of two time phases
the motion, one where the primary role is played by wa
motion [Eqs. (5) and (6)] and one where the primary ro
is played by vortex drift linear in the gradients [Eq. (9)]
is due to the assumption of slow variation ofg andV. In
particular, two vortices sufficiently far apart (e.g.,L andD
in Fig. 1) can have a substantial difference in frequenc
The velocityy from (5) and (6) can then be substantia
even for slow variation ofg andV. Thus the velocities
from (5) and (6) can be much larger than that from (9
implying the observed evolution on two time scales. W
also emphasize that the linear relation between the d
motion and local gradients [Eq. (9)] applies only for
slowly varying inhomogeneity and does not apply for mor
rapidly varying inhomogeneities [15,16(b),18].

In conclusion, an inhomogeneity of the medium in th
complex Ginzburg-Landau equation has several effec
The frequency difference between spirals in the inhomog
neous system causes domain walls to move. Forb , a

(b . a) this then leads to spiral domination of the lowes
(highest) frequency spiral as the lesser spirals get sw
away at the speed of the domain walls. The inhomogen
ity results in slow spiral vortex drift with a drift velocity
proportional to the gradient of the inhomogeneity.
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